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Directions for the teacher:  

Step 1 –Ask student to repeat these pairs and identify where the tongue is at the end of the first 

word and at the end of the second word. 

sin-sing  thin-thing  pin-ping  lawn-long 

sun-sung  won-Wong  pawn-pong  bin-bong 

 

Students should be made aware that for /n/ the tip of the tongue touches behind the upper front 

teeth and for /ŋ/ the back of the tongue touches the roof of the mouth. If necessary, go through 

the word list again. 

 

Students can also contrast the words through these sentences: 

/n/    

I put the thin pins from the lawn in a bin. 

/ŋ/   

Mr. Wong can sing anything while playing ping-pong. 

/n/ v. /ŋ/  

Under the sun Ms. Wong sang a long song while standing on the lawn. 

 

 

Step 2 – On the board create two columns: /ŋg/ and /ŋ/. Read the list of words below. (Only 
the teacher speaks.) The students will listen and identify if the “g” in “ng” is pronounced 

separately as /g/ or if the “ng” represents only /ŋ/. After each word is properly identified, place it 
into the proper group. 
 
singer  longest  songs  jungle  walking 
hunger  wrong  single  tangle  jogging 
 
Students should be made aware of how spelling patterns can help us determine if a “g” is 
pronounced or not.  

 -er/ -est endings of comparatives and superlatives make “ng” sound like /ŋg/: longest. 
The spelling combination “ngle” results in /ŋg/: single, jungle, tangle. 

 The final “ng” combination is pronounced /ŋ/: wrong, songs. The “ng” in the ending -ing 

is also pronounced /ŋ/: walking, talking.  
 
Students can contrast the words through these sentences: 

/ŋ/    

The singer sang the wrong song. 

/ŋg/   

The youngest of the walkers got tangled in the jungle vines. 

/n/ v. /ŋ/  

The young singer was single but all wrong for Ingrid. 
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Step 3 – Prepare the problem cards (see next page) in advance. Tell students they have a 
mutual acquaintance named Lang. Lang has problems. They must try to guess the cause of 
Lang’s problems.Have volunteers draw a card from a bag and read it aloud. Members of the 
class can suggest causes using the pattern: “….he’s been ____ing for a long time.” Explain that 
action verbs must be used.  

Example: 
[card] Student A: Lang’s eyes are red and sting a little. What’s wrong with Lang? 
[possible explanation] Student B: Maybe he’s been crying for a long time. 
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Problem cards: Copy and cut out. You may add your own ideas. 

Lang’s eyes are red and sting a 
little. What’s wrong with Lang? 

Lang’s feet hurt, and I don’t 
think he can stand up. What’s 
wrong with Lang? 
 

Lang’s legs tingle and feel 
heavy.  What’s wrong with 
Lang? 
 

Lang can’t stop yawning. 
What’s wrong with Lang? 

Lang is losing his voice. 
What’s wrong with Lang? 

Lang’s head hurts, and he hears 
ringing in his ears. What’s 
wrong with Lang? 
 

Lang’s face is red, and I think 
he’s going to scream. What’s 
wrong with Lang? 
 

Lang’s hair is hanging in his 
eyes. What’s wrong with Lang? 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 


